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Abstract: Thee article descrribes a new appproach to thee text
processing based
b
on conceptual
c
deependency stoories.
A possibility how
h to model teext processing by the human brain
b
is to model story processinng. These storries include verbal
v
communication. An interestinng model of thee story structuree and
format was inttroduced as Coonceptual Depenndency (CD) thheory.
The aim of this
t
article is to find a new
w experimentall text
processing in human brain model
m
based on CD theory.
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1. INTROD
DUCTION
This article is trying to underrstand the neurral basis of langguage
and though, too model knowleedge storing annd processing ass in a
human brain. This article deals
d
with thee cognitive sciience,
natural languaage processingg and generallyy with the artiificial
intelligence.
There are stilll many theoriees of the neuraal representatioon of
knowledge annd many valuabble models of a knowledge sttoring
and processinng in the hum
man brain. A few of the most
significant moodels had been implemented in
i the programss like
MARGIE, SA
AM and PAM. These program
ms are based onn the
Conceptual Dependency
D
(C
CD) theory by Roger C. Scchank
(1969).
The progrrams SAM andd PAM successsfully showed how
knowledge stooring is importaant, but both programs were unnable
to process datta out of their domain.
d
SAM had
h difficulties with
recognition pllans and PAM had problems with understannding
simple storiess with events but without aims, e. g. inn the
following veryy short story because
b
the winnd and vase haas no
plan: “The winnd blew the vasse off the table. It broke.”
Method prroposed here stores
s
knowledgge into the nettwork
similar to the CD diagrams. Proposed meethod has primiitives
and support foor chronologicaal order common with CD thheory.
The difference between prooposed method and CD is thhat in
proposed prim
mitives are reprresented by predefined nodess and
set of these primitives are dynamic.
d
This set
s can be exteended
without impacct on existing knnowledge in thee network. Struucture
of the propossed network beetter models thhe real human brain
structure and it is more uniiversal. This arrticle describess this
new method including itss network strructure. Addittional
information abbout the methood can be founnd in (Kratochvvil &
Kleckova, 20009).

2.1 Semantic
S
netw
works
Semantic
S
network is a netwoork which repreesents semanticc
relattions among cooncepts. It is a directed or un
ndirected graphh
conssisting of verteexes, which represent concep
pts, and edges..
Sem
mantic networkks are often used for th
he knowledgee
repreesentation. Theere are rules hhow knowledg
ge is stored inn
a sem
mantic networkk in the proposeed method.
2.2 Conceptual
C
Deependency
Roger
R
C. Schaank found a suiitable model of how to writee
scrip
pts to diagrams (Schank & T
Tesler, 1969; Schank,
S
1975)..
Thesse diagrams aree still too compplicated and theerefore far from
m
hum
man brain netwoork. Here we prresent a develop
ped model withh
simp
pler network.
S
netw
works vs. Conceeptual Depend
dency
2.3 Semantic
Semantic
S
netw
works provide a structure into
o which nodess
repreesenting inform
mation can bee placed. CD representationn
prov
vides both: the structure and a specific set off primitives outt
of which
w
representaations of particuular pieces of in
nformation cann
be constructed.
c
Prooposed methodd is similar to CD.
C Similar too
CD primitives are interface nodees. This nodes and whole thee
prop
posed method will
w be explainedd in next sectio
ons.

3. PROPOSED
P
M
METHOD
Proposed
P
methood of knowledgge storing is com
mparable to thee
classsic semantic neetworks, but edgges have only weights
w
and nott
semaantic information. Proposed m
method is based
d on interactionn
betw
ween virtual aggents in a virttual world. Th
hese agents aree
calleed avatars conttrolled by the computer prog
gram or by thee
userr. Proposed metthod ensures sttoring events from
fr
the virtuall
worlld to the propossed semantic neetwork.
For
F example, assume
a
that we want to save in
nformation thatt
avattar A see avatarr B. On the Figuure 1 it is shown, how this cann
be stored in a semantic
s
netwoork. However the proposedd
netw
work has edgess without any semantic inforrmation, whichh
mak
kes it more dynnamic, universaal and closer to the real brain..
How
w this informatiion will be storred in the propo
osed network iss
show
wn on the Figuure 2. There is a simple eventt shown on thee
figurre: agent A see agent B.

A

See who

2. SIMILAR
R METHODS
S
Knowledgge can be stored in differentt ways. Conceeptual
Dependency (CD)
(
method mentioned
m
abovve is similar too the
method propoosed here. Withh this method we
w are able to store
knowledge too the universall network andd this network also
allows storinng relations between
b
objeccts and eventts in
chronological sequence. Moore informationn about knowlledge
storing can bee found in (Ricch, 1983), (Griigorova & Nikkolov,
2007).

A see B

B
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Fig. 1. Classic semaantic network
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3.5 Data file format
Input stories are manually written in files in XML format at
this time. Story editor will be a part of the program created in
near future. Stories consist of sequence of events in a virtual
world. File format is XML, but events themselves are stored as
a plain text. Each event record has a special format where first
word means event type and numeric or text parameters follow.
File format for semantic network storing will be proposed
later. Because proposed semantic network is universal, it would
not be necessary to modify proposed file format after it would
have been proposed. These files will be used for storing the
semantic network or they may be user to cache analyzed
stories.

Fig. 2. Network without semantic on edges

4. FUTURE PLANS

Difference between proposed method and CD is in the
meaning of nodes. There is a constant set of primitives in CD,
but there is an unlimited dynamic set of primitives in the
proposed one.
Semantic meaning of nodes is defined by connected ones.
There are two types of nodes: created nodes in learning process
and predefined ones. The predefined ones are basic nodes
defining meaning of other nodes. The predefined nodes are
atomic nodes, e. g. quantity or count (numbers 1, 2, 3, …), type
of interaction (see, message, …) and direction (from, to, …).
These predefined nodes represent concrete or abstract objects,
events, etc and these objects can be in different types of virtual
world, e. g. 2D virtual world, 3D virtual world or chessboard.

In the near future the implementation of storing events will
be finished. Editing of the stories will be implemented and it
will be one of the main features. This program is under
development at this time and it is already partially finished.
The program should demonstrate handling at least with
functions like: basic story completing, logics, social
understanding, grammar, knowledge transmission between
avatars. There are more functions in future plans, e. g. fuzzy
logic and trustfulness.
In the near future the program will allow implementations
of the new virtual worlds with different set of events and
actions. This gives us a possibility to replace the virtual world
with the real world using cameras and microphones as input
devices and speakers or also engines as output devices.

3.1 Proposed network
Proposed network is oriented graph and in this graph each
node has a meaning. This meaning is constant or dynamically
created during learning process and connected to an event or an
object in the virtual world or defined with other nodes.
The network is a simulator of the semantic neural network
described in (Dudar & Shuklin, 2000).
Knowledge stored in the network is stored in the story trees.
These stories are built by processing events received from
virtual world.
The network is divided into areas. These areas are
predefined and respond to predefined nodes categories like:
numbers, directions, speeds of change, directions, etc.
3.2 Proposed interface
Proposed interface between the virtual world and the
algorithm controlling avatar allows transferring events from the
virtual world to the semantic network and actions deduced from
the semantic network to the virtual world.
3.3 Storing of knowledge
Interface is used to receive events from the virtual world.
The storing of events in a semantic network is proposed. Each
story has own root node. There are nodes connected to this root
node. These nodes define events in the story. These event nodes
are defined with other nodes. If appropriate node exists, then it
is used, otherwise there is created and defined a new one.
3.4 Stored knowledge processing
A new algorithm will be implemented. This algorithm will
be able to complete stories. There will be possible to mark any
event as “to guess”. Before it read and process these events, the
program will try to guess them. This is the way how the
program can be tested. There will be statistics how many
marked events were successfully guessed by the program.
The algorithm is partially proposed at this time and is under
development. Main idea of the algorithm is to copy activation
potential from one node to connected ones.
The algorithm is based on spreading activation theory
described in (Dudar & Shuklin, 2000).

5. CONCLUSIONS
This article proposes a new method, which provides
processing of story knowledge into semantic network. This
network is different from others by its structure. Structure of
the network is more like structure of real human brain. Nodes
and edges models real neurons and synapses and also are
divided into areas similar to real human brain. Proposed method
is partly implemented and tested at this time. Implementation
will be finished and more tested in the near future.
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